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PLAIN LANGUAGE SUMMARY: A SERVICE-USER DIGITAL INTERVENTION TO COLLECT REAL-TIME SAFETY

Plain language summary

Mental health wards can feel unsafe. We know that patients and staff have different ideas about 
what makes a hospital ward safe or unsafe. Patients are often the first to know when the 

atmosphere on a ward becomes tense but, often, no one asks them for input or feedback at the time. 
We worked with service users and staff to develop new technology to make it easy for patients to tell 
staff about changes in the ward atmosphere. We put everyone’s ideas together and some technical 
developers then built a digital safety tool to use on a tablet computer. Patients put in anonymous 
information about the ward atmosphere and staff can read it straight away. We tested it on six adult 
acute mental health wards for 10 weeks. We asked patients and staff what they thought about the 
tool and we looked at how it was being used. Patients and staff liked the look of the tool on the tablet 
computer. Some staff said they did not need it because they could tell how patients were feeling, but 
patients told us that staff did not talk with them much and did not always know when patients were 
feeling tense. Coronavirus disease 2019 made life difficult on the wards. Most ward managers said the 
tool could be helpful, but they had not had time to get used to it on the wards. Occasionally, the tablet 
computers were out of action. Many staff tried hard to use the tool. Most patient information was 
gathered when it was calm, perhaps because staff were not too busy to help them. We found that this 
tool could help staff know about tensions on the ward, but they need to get used to it and bring it into 
ward routines.
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